
On August lst. 1947,a i:tr.?lhite,an official of the Mutual Broad
casting System was introducing General Cosada,of the J. S.Pir 
Forces to#. a joint meeting of Rotary and the Chamber of Com
merce in Los Angeles,Calif.The occasion was the anniversary 
of the founding the U.S.Air Force. In his introductory remarks 
Mr.White said this:- "I am not one of those dreamers who 
believes that 52 second-rate politicians meeting in San Fran
cisco can do what Chr~st and Christianity have failed to do 
in 2000 years 11 • 

Let 1 s you and I talk plainly--shall we? Neither Christ nor 
Christianity· have been able to bring peace to this tormented 
universe. The chances are,they never will. I doubt if they 
can. I doubt if any other Dlajor system of' religion can 
either. None of them have. Moreover,with a world crying f'or 
God,none of these systems of religion seem able to bring God 
to the human race. In spite of them all we live in mortal 
terror of complete annihilation from the Atom-bomb or some 
other weapon,even more terrible.Each advocates its own concept 
of God,and while they proclaim the virtues of their respec
tive beliefs ,this world is on the tobeggan,sliding fast 
to complete annihilation. Certainly it is not headed#for 
peace. 

The nations of the earth have been asked to try Buddha, 
Chrishna,Moha.mmed,Christ,and a score of other "gods" and to 
be fair,millions of God-hungry human beings have tried them 
all. They have NOT found THE POWER OF GOD. So I may be for
goven if I make the statement that The Power of God cannot 
be discovered by any of' these present teachings . I dont ask 
anyone's pardon however,for suggesting that God is to be 
found,R TGHT HERE ON EARTH,AND BY A TECHNIQUE NEVER ftDVOCATED 
BY ANY r.1AJOR RELIG [ON. (~ease t urn over ) , .. L.tf"'..c..tffv...l-t.l '11 
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Yes t here i s. And this approach actually i~tAKES THE CONNEC
TION WITH ALMIGHTY GOD. There does not exist -one normal 
human being who,if he or she actually wants to discover 
the Spirit of God more than ahything else on earth,cannot 
MAKE THE LIFE-GIVING CONTACT AND FIND THAT POWER. More
over,the method is so simple and logical that I marvel to 
my very depths,and ask myself the question:- "WHY DID NOT 
ONE OF THE MAJOR RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS THINK OF IT BEFORE? 11 • 

This approach,which I have so abundantly demonstrated in j 
so many lives over the past twenty years,IS Trill ONLY 
LOGICAL APPROACH THERE IS. It's simplicity,it 1 s Power,and 
it's logic become at once evident. FOR THIS IS A DIRECT 
APPROACH. One does not have to accept Buddha,Mohammed, 
Chrishna, Christ, or a.rry other "god" of the major religions. 
One does not have to attend any church,or believe in 
any church creed,rite,dogma,or ritual. These are all good 
of course,in their indirect approach to God. BUT THEY ARE 
SURPLUS WHEN ONE IS DEALING DIRECT WITH THE CREATOR. 

has 
Religion as far back as we know,$$$t taught that it is 
utterly impossible to deal direct with God. They never 
made a greater mistake than that. Had they tried the direct 
approach method,they would have discovered the only sure 
way to God. The one method these religions denied turns 
out to be the only method which can actually revea.}. THE 
POWER OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD TO HUMANITY. What a shocking 
situation. Let us correct it--shall we? 

The Christian Church claims Christ was Almighty God. The 
religion of the Buddhist claims Buddha was Almighty God. 
The Hindoo claims that Mohammed was Almighty God and a 
score of other similar clalms have been made for others 
who were also Almighty God. Well perhaps they all were. I 
dont know. But there's one thing I do know-I KN9W THAT 
NONE OF THESE SYSTEMS OF RELIGION HAVE EVER BEEN ABLE TO 
REVEAL THE POWER OF GOD TO THE HUMAN RACE. I KL~OW THAT 
IN SPITE OF TEN~ ALL,THERE IS NO PEACE ON THIS EARTH,AND 
WITH THN~ ALL OPERATING,THERE IS LIKELY TO BE NONE. 
Not one of them approaches The Spirit of God direct. Yet 
they all claim to be 11the one and only true religion". 



T I HAVE 

Let me tell you how I discovered that it is possible,here 
and now,not only to "TALK WITH GOD",but to actually GET 
THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD WORKING FOR YOU AND WITH 
YOU. It is by the "DIRECT-APPROACH" method. For many years 
I tried to find God thru many different systems of religion. 
I failed.I kept on failing. But nothing could shake my 
confidence in the existence of The Power of The Spirit of 
God. No one could tell me that God cannot,or will not 
manifest Himself to any and all,RIGHT HERE ON THE EARTH 
WHERE WE NEED GOD ABOVE ALL THI~GS. 

So I set out to find God all alone. It took years. It 
took blood,sweat,and tears. It took days and nights,weeks 
and months and years before I got the first faint glimmer
ings of the Truth about God. But I persevered. I FOUND THE 
METHOD WHEREBY ALL WHO EARNESTLY DESIRE TO, CAN ACTUALLY AND 
LITERALLY TALK WITH GOD. More than that,every normal Amer
ican can came into possession of a Power so staggering that 
all other powers and forces must fade into insignificance 
beside it. BUT I FOUND GOD. BELIEVE ME. AND THE ONLY THING 
IN MY LIFE WORTH WHILE,IS MY DESIRE THAT YOU TOO MIGHT 
FIND THIS STAGGERING DIRECT-APPROACH,WHICH CANNOT FAIL TO 
MANIFEST THE POV'lER OF GOD,RIGHT IN YOUR HOME HERE AND NOW. 

That's a concept worth having. That's a logical approach 
to God. And it brings the results. It brings the Power. And 
no outward profession of religion is necessary. You need 
join no church. For your contact and communion with The 
Almighty is something WHICH MUST TAKE PLACE IN YOU. It 
cannot come from the outside by believing anything. God is 
an experience--not a set of beliefs. God is. You are. You 
need the Power of God,and God made you in order that His 
Power can manifest in and through you. Without it this 
world,including you,is INCO~WLETE. All the peace conferen
ces ·ever held are doomed to complete and inevitable failure, 
BECAUSE THE SPIRIT OF GOD HAS BEEN COMPLE ELY IGNORED IN 
THOSE CONFERENCES. So get ready for another war. It has to 
come,unless I can get this concept of God to the world very 
quickly. I dont believe I shall be able to do it. But I'm 
going to keep trying. I cannot do anything else. The burden 
is too great. Civilization ~avers in the balance. 

(READ ON PLEASE) ---red 
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Twenty years ago,£rom this little City of Moscow,Idaho, 
I began my life's work of telling men and women about the 
"DIRECT-APPROACH .METHOD" of finding the Power of The 
Spirit of God. I was working in the Corner Drug Store at 
the time. What happened? Well I think you know what has 
happened. There are few homes in America who have not heard 
of The Psychiana Teaching and it's founder,Frank B.Robinson. 

But let's forget the founder. He doesn't amount to very 
much. Let's see what has happened. Well,in the first place, 
the Teaching had not been going out 30 days until the let
ters began to come in. "IT WORKS---DR.ROBINSON--IT ACTUALLY 
WORKS---I HAVE FOUND THE POWER OF GOD". Cases of supposedly 
incurable illness got up and walked. Happenings too remark
able and too unbelievable to record here came to us,not 
by the hundreds,not by the thousands,but by the hundreds of 
thousands. Poverty changed to affluence. Sorrow turned to 
joy. Unrest to a sweet peace. Domestic turmoil changed to 
a beautiful tranquillity. 

At last I knew that others too c~uld find God by the very 
same means I had used. I knew I had discovered a UNIVERSAL 
LAW WHICH CANNOT FAIL TO REVEAL THE POWER OF GOD WHEN 
RIGHTLY ~PPLIED. I also knew that there could never be 
another way of finding God other than by the "DIRECT
APPROACH" method. I knew what I had discovered. I had found 
the secret of the hyman race's relationship to The Almighty. 

WHAT A REVELATIOn. WHAT A RESPONSIBILITY. li'HAT A CRISIS IN 
HUMAN AFFAIRS. Of course, there was only one thing to do 
about it·. TELL OTHERS. So,twenty years ago,I told others 
and I'm still telling them. And I she.ll still be telling 
them as long as I liv~. I feel that civilization is at the 
cross-roads of complete salvation thru the Power of God,or 
complete annirilation t hr..1 ignorance of THE LAm \''RICH IS 
GOD. So I work ceaselessly at my task of telling men and 
women the wa:y to God. l.y duty ceases after that. I am no 
longer responsible. All I can do,so long as I live,is urge 
with all the earnestness in my nature,that you discover this 
pathway to The Power of God. 

ViE ARE NOT INTERESTED IN YOUR 1'110NEY--WE 1 RE INTERESTED IN YOU. 
THIS :mvE:,1ENT IS COMPLETELY NON-PROFIT. SO COME ALONG WITH 
US AS WE DISCOVER DEEPER TRUTHS OF THE REALM OF THE SPIRIT 
OF GOD. I 1 LL DO EVERYTHING IN i'liY POWER TO HELP YOU. 

Sig Cut fbr 



Dr. Frank B. Robinson 

THE SPIRIT OF GOD CAN 
DO IN ONE YEAR WHAT 
CHRIST AND CHRISTIAN
ITY HA. VE FAILED TO DO 
IN 2000 YEARS. IT CAN 
BRING PEACE. 

( . • 
On August lst, 1947~ a Mr. White, a n official of 
the Mutual Broadcasting -Ststem., was introducing 
General Cosada, of the U.S. Air Forces to a joint 
meeting of Rotary and the Chamber of Commerce in 
Los Angeles, Calif. The occasion was the anniver~ 
sary of the founding of the U.S. Air Force. In' 
his introductory remarks Mr. White said this:-
"! am not one of those dreamers who believes that 

r52 second-rate politicians meeting in San Francis
co can do wha~ Christ and Christianity have failed 
to do in 2000 years." 

Let's you and I talk plainly--shall we? Neither 
Christ nor Christianity have been able to biing 
peace to this tormented universe. The chances 
are, they never will. I doubt if they can. I 
doubt if ~ny other major system of religion can 
either. None of them have. Moreover, with a wori~ 
crying for God, none of these systems of religion 
seem able to bring God to the human race. In 
spite of them all we live in mortal terror of com~ 
plete annihilation from the Atom-bomb or some 
other weapon, even more terrible. Each advocates 
its own concept of God, and while they proclaim 
the virtue£ of their respective beliefs, this 
world is on the toboggan, sliding fast to complet8 
annihilation~ Certainly it is not headed for 
peace. 

The nations of the earth have been asked to ~ry 
Buddha~ Chrishna, Mohammedf Christ~ and a score of 
other "gods" and to be fair, millions of God
hungry human beings have tri~d them all. They 
have NOT found THE POWER OF GOD. So I may be for-
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given if I make the statement that The Power of , 
God cannot be discovered by any of these present 
teachings. I don't ask anyone's pardon, however, 
for suggesting that God is to be found, RIGHT HERE 
ON EARTH, AND BY A TECHNIQUE NEVER ADVOCATED BY 
ANY MAJOR RELIGION. 

THERE IS ANOTHER APPROACH) 
• • • \ 

Yes, there is. And this approach actually MAKES 
THE CONNECTION WITH ALMIGHTY GOD. There does not 
exist one normal human being who, if he or she 
actually wants to discover the Spirit of God more 
than anyth.ing else on earth, cannot MAKE THE LIFE
GIVING CONTACT AND FIND THAT POWER. Moreover, the 
method is so simple and logical that I marvel to 
my very depths, and ask myself the question:-
"WHY DID NOT ONE OF THE MAJOR RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS 
THINK OF IT BEFORE?" 

Thi~ approadh, which I have so abundantly demon~ 
strated in so many lives over the past twenty 
years, IS THE -ONLY LOGICAL APPROACH THERE IS. 
It's simplicity, it's Power, and it's logic be
come at once evident. FOR THIS IS A DIRECT 
APPROACH. One does not have to accept Buddha, 
Mohammed, Chrishna, Christ, or any other "god" of 
the major religions. One does not have to attend 
any church, or believe in a~y church creed, rite, 
dogma, or ritual. These are all good of course, 
in their indirect approach to God. BUT THEY ARE 
SURPLUS WHEN ONE IS DEALING DIRECT WITH THE 
CREATOR. 

Religion as far back as we know, has taught that 
it is utterly impossible to deal direct with God. 
They never made a greater mistake than that. Had 
they tried the direct approach method, they would 
have discovered the only sure way to God. The one 
method these religions denied turns out to be - tne 
only method which can actually reveal THE POWER 
OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD TO HUMANITY. What a shock
ing situation. Let us correct it--shall we? 

The Christian Church claims Christ was Almighty 
God. The religion of the Buddhist claims Buddha 
was Almighty God. The Hindoo claims that Mohammed 



was Almighty God and a score of other similar 
claims have been made for others who were also 
-Almighty God. Well, perhaps they all were. I 
don't know. But there's one thing I do know-
! KNOW THAT NONE OF THESE SYSTEMS OF RELIGION 
HAVE EVER BEEN ABLE TO REVEAL THE POWER OF GOD TO 
THE HUMAN RACE. I KNOW THAT IN SPITE OF THEM ALL, 
THERE IS NO PEACE ON THIS EARTH, AND WITH THEM 
ALL OPERATING, THERE IS LIKELY TO BE NONE. Not 
one of them approaches The Spirit of God direct. ~ 
Yet they all claim to be "the one and only true - ·· religion". 

( BUT I HAVE ANOTHER IDA\ . . . ) 
Let me tell you how I discovered that it is pos
sible, here and now, not only to "TALK WITH GOD", 
but to actually GET THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD 
WORKING FOR YOU AND WITH YOU •• It is by the 
~DIRECT-APPROACH" method. For many years I tried 
to find God thru many different systems of re
ligion. I failed. I kept on failing. But noth
ing could shake my confidence in the existence of 
The Power of The Spirit of God. No one could tell 
me that God cannot, or will not manifest Himself 
to any and all, RIGHT HERE ON THE EARTH WHERE WE 
NEED GOD ABOVE ALL THINGS. 

So I set out to find God all alone. It took 
years. It took blood, sweat, and tears. It took 
days and nights, weeks and months and years before 
I got the first faint glimmerings of the Truth 
about God. But I persevered. I FOUND THE METHOD 
WHEREBY ALL WHO EARNESTLY DESIRE TO CAN ACTUALLY 
AND LITERALLY TALK WITH GOD. More than that, 
every normal American can come into possession of 
a Power ~o staggering that all other powers and 
forces must fade into insignificance beside it. 
£UT I FOUND GOD. BELIEVE ME. AND THE ONLY THING 
IN MY LIFE WORTH WHILE, IS MY DESIRE THAT YOU TOO 
MIGHT FIND THIS STAGGERING DIRECT-APPROACH•, WHICH 
CANNOT FAIL TO MANIFEST THE POWER OF GOD, RIGHT 
IN YOUR HOME HERE AND NOW. 

That's a concept worth having. That ' ·s a logica·l 
approach to God. And it brings the results. It 
brings the Power. And no outward profession of 



religion is necessary. You need join no church. 
For your contact and communion with The Almighty 
is something WHICH MUST TAKE PLACE IN YOU. - It 
cannot come from the outside by believing any. 
thing. God is an experience--not a set of be
liefs. God is. You are. You need the Power of 
G~d, and God made you in order that His Power can 
manifest in and through you. Without it this 
world, including you, is INCOMPLETE. All the 
peace conferences ever held are doomed to com
plete and inevitable failure. BECAUSE THE SPIRIT 
OF GOD HAS BEEN COMPLETELY IGNORED IN THOSE CON
FERENCES. So get ready for another war. It has 
to come, unless I can get this concept of God to 
the world very quickly. I don't believe I shall 
be able to do it. But I'm going to keep trying. 
I cannot do anything else. The burden is too 
great. Civilization wavers in the balance. 

( HOW DO I KNOW? ) 
• • • 

Twenty years ago, from this little City of Moscow, 
Idaho, I began my life's work of telling men and 
women about the "DIRECT-APPROACH METHOD" of find
ing the Power of The Spirit of God. I was work
ing in the Corner DPug Store at the time. What 
happened? Well, I think you know what has hap
pened. There are few homes in America who have 
not heard of The Psychiana Taching and its found
er, FTank B. RQbinson. 

But let's forget the founder. He doesn't amount 
to very much. Let's see what has happened. Well, 
in the first place, the Teaching had not been go~ 
ing out 30 days until the letters began to come 
in. "IT WORKS--DR. ROBINSON--IT ACTUALLY WORKS-
I HAVE FOUND THE POWER OF GOD". Cases of sup
posedly incurable illness got up and walked. Hap
penings too remarkable and too unbelievable to 
record here came to us, not by the hundreds, not 
by the thousands, but by the hundreds of thou
sands. Poverty changed to affluence. Sorrow 
turned to joy. Unrest to a sweet peace. Domes
tic turmoil changed to beautiful tranquillity. 
At last I knew that others too could find God by 
the very same means I had used. I knew I had dis-



covered a UNIVERSAL LAW WHICH CANNOT FAIL TO RE
VEAL THE POWER OF GOD WHEN RIGHTLY APPLIED. I 
also knew that there could never be another way 
of finding God other than by the "DIRECT-APPROACH~ 
method. I knew what I had discovered, I had 
found the secret of the human race's relationship 
to The Almighty. 

WHAT A REVELATION. WHAT A RESPONSIBILITY. WHAT 
A CRISIS IN HUMAN AFFAIRS. Of course, there was 
only one thing to do about it. TELL OTHERS. So 7 

twenty years ago, I told others and I'm still 
telling them. And I shall still be telling them 
as long as I live. I feel that civilization is 
at the cross-roads of complete salvation thru 
the Power of . God, or complete annihilation thru 
ignorance of THE LAW WHICH IS GOD. So I work 
ceaselessly at my task of telling men and w~men 
the way to God. My duty ceases after that. I am 
no longer responsible. All I can do, so long as 
I live, is urge with all the earnestness in my 
nature, that you discover this pathway to The 
Power of God. 

/ wE ARE NOT INTERESTED IN YOUR MONEY--WE'RE INTER~ 
ESTED IN YOU. THIS MOVEMENT IS COMPLETELY NON
PROFIT. SO COME ALONG WITH US AS WE DISCOVER 
DEEPER TRUTHS OF THE REALM OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD., 
I'LL DO EVERYTHING IN MY POWER TO HELP YOU. ,' ) 
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